RHINOS

Synthetic/Bio-Fabricated Rhino Horn - Will it save the Rhino?

A Joint Statement by the International Rhino Foundation and Save The Rhino.
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_13c5015e6b9343b89d93adb0df220293.pdf?dn=Synthetic+BioFabric+Rhino+Horn+2.pdf

Synthetic/Bio-Fabricated Rhino Horn – Our critical reply to their statement.
The original concept of course was to flood the Vietnamese and Chinese markets with fake
horn thereby crashing the price. Since then however every conservation organisation out
there has been to throwing obstacles in the way and doing everything they can to scupper
the plan.

First there were worries about the horn being fake and the imaginary implications this might
have at all manner of levels and that it would need, for whatever reason, to be clearly
distinguishable from the real item.
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There are also concerns that by selling fake horn as a medicine, “which is not supported by
sound science,” would make anyone culpable of passing something on which doesn't work and
may also “have serious social-economic impacts on the suppliers of natural products.” We're
talking here about an order of subhumans, who would happily wipe out entire species
without a passing thought, and we're considering their health and social-economic
implications. The Center for Biological Diversity then went even so far as to petition its
government to have it prohibited.
And then there came this little gem! “Is it ethical for a US-based company to profit from a
product based on genetic material from several developing countries without a clear means
of compensation?” What exactly are they saying? If Pembient were to make an absolute
killing out of singlehandedly crashing the price of rhino horn, I for one would not begrudge them
a penny. And 'compensation,' for 'genetic material' that has no business being on the
market in the first place, they're joking right?
Only in a final paragraph of the statement, in an article presented by TRAFFIC, does it even
look at the possibility of, “covert substitution” and eventually ends with some “tentative
conclusions” that “it would be rash to rule out the possibility that trade in synthetic
rhinoceros horn could play a role in future conservation strategies.” The very point
incidentally, on which this entire project should've been focused in the first place, all of it
but lost in this sea of other meaningless drivel. Could play a role in the future implies an
indefinite deferral which in turn equals a huge number of avoidable deaths. Instead of saying
how long will it take or let's get on with it, it's endless delaying tactics, and that's if it'll ever be
implemented at all.
What actually needs to happen is for the market to be flooded as of yesterday thus crashing
the price. Like the Mark of the 1920s and 30s hyperinflation Germany, the price of
commodities is dictated by their abundance or scarcity and so ends the debate. And we
positively do not need to declare this horn as fake either, the whole crux of the matter relies
on no-one knowing the difference, otherwise there's no point to it at all. Just keep making
the stuff, get it out there, smash their disgusting market and let that be done.
Finally there is this concern which, in all this fudging, could be genuine enough. “Traffickers
caught with real rhino horn may be able to use a legal defence that they thought they were
transporting synthetic/bio-fabricated horn.” As valid as this point might be it does not outweigh
the very real and considerable benefits this product could have to offer.
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But when it came to going cap-in-hand to the killers, which is so often the mark of conservation
these days, there they are queuing up to do so. Conservationists consorting with trophy
hunters again with two independent letters from the International Rhino Foundation and
Save The Rhino regarding Dallas Safari Club's trophy hunting.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_04364f142b654c73a82a13f48e876dc3.pdf?
dn=Dallas+Safari+Club%27s+Trophy+2.pdf

Reading through these letters objectively, which what we really should do, there are some
extremely valid points that have been raised, both that of funding and of habitat creation. As in
saving habitat that would otherwise be converted to farming and if it wasn't such an
aggressive one-sided arrangement it might even work. The problems are they practically
police themselves and they want to kill all of the best remaining bloodstock and for me this
is why they should always be opposed and never supported.
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The Wrongs Of Trophy Hunting - And this is about as wrong as it gets.

An iconic tusker felled by a trophy hunter.

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_628f80a7f73e4c77abe66431850a038b.pdf?
dn=TROPHY+HUNTING+FOLDER.pdf

Sickening images like these are commonly shared throughout the various hunting sites and
demonstrate, if ever there was any doubt, that these activities have no place whatsoever in
conservation. We might also have more understanding were these charities to have taken up the
various other options many of us had suggested as well. But no conservation and hunting go
hand in hand and the same is true of palm oil production and all kinds of other appalling
policies.
Why won't they collaborate with Pembient to crash the price of horn? That way the workload
for combating poachers would rapidly diminish, the need for funds would correspondingly
become a lot less urgent, and these otherwise flawless charities would no longer be in this sordid
and very undignified position of consorting with the killers.
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The Chinese Government sending trucks out to Africa to combat poaching. They're 'aving
a laugh right! How about China arresting its own murdering scumbags? They've probably got
tracking devices on board to alert the poachers and they should never be trusted an inch.
http://china.org.cn/environment/2015-12/10/content_37289973.htm

A Rhino Poacher Must Have A Poaching License To Poach Legally - Says Minister Of
Tourism, South Africa.

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_c32a8679bb4f45d3a301d74f439e8e47.pdf?
dn=A+rhino+poacher+must+have+a+poaching+license.pdf

Rhino Campaign. Please write your protest letters.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_2654941470564f67b615e5cc5a22ef42.pdf?
dn=Save+the+Rhino.pdf
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The Javan Rhino Declared Officially Extinct In Two Countries.

First it disappears from Vietnam and now only a few years later from Malaysia. It is now
found only in Ujung Kulon National Park, Indonesia, how long will it be before it's
completely gone? With companies and the conservation authorities both doing their level
best in turning a blind eye to all the only too obvious dangers it's quite probably not going
to be that long. Time surely to wake up everyone before it really is too late.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_0976337bfa894d3c83d811ea58578b54.pdf?
dn=Javan+Rhino.pdf

In order to save this animal and other forest species we need to both protect and expand
upon the forest habitat and in here is how it could be done.

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_a5952f168752449190449629e79736d2.pdf?
dn=RAINFOREST+FOLDER+3.pdf

But as we've demonstrated countless times before conservationists prefer to go cap-in-hand
or even to side with those who are engaged in the destruction.
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Last Male Northern White Rhino Dies. RIP Sudan - Good-bye old boy. Conservationists
have a good deal to learn!

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_55306f3350624bdda28685e177f326a6.pdf?dn=Sudan
%2C+The+World%27s+Last+Male+Northern+White+Rhino%2C+Dies.pdf

The Great Rhino U-Turn - Sumatran Rhino captive breeding efforts updates.
https://news.mongabay.com/2018/09/the-great-rhino-u-turn/

WHO Endorses Traditional Chinese Medicine. Expect Deaths To Rise.
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A few days ago, a news story in the journal Nature reported that the World Health Organization,
which is supposed to be devoted to improving the health and medical care of people around the
globe, will for the first time endorse a belief system called “traditional Chinese medicine.” I’m
labelling TCM a belief system because that’s what it is–but the WHO will be endorsing it as a
set of medical practices.
The Nature writer, David Cyranoski, presents this news in a classic two-sides-of-the-story
format, describing the “endless hours” that TCM proponents spent on such important topics as
the “correct location of acupuncture points and less commonly known concepts such as ‘triple
energizer meridian’ syndrome.” Later in the article (but much later), he points out that scientists
have argued that qi and meridians simply don’t exist.
https://genericmedicine.com/who-endorses-traditional-chinese-medicine-expect-deaths-to-rise/

Synthetic/Bio-Fabricated Rhino Horn - The hostilities keep on coming.
It's not as if conservation has exactly shown the world to be a beacon of hope over the past
couple of decades. With a combination of subterfuge, which is not in place to further
conservation advancements, and just plain ineptitude the eventual outcomes have been
absolutely abysmal.
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_d461c96cb5b7454a803d5572ba456556.pdf?
dn=Pembient+1.pdf

And with China having reneged on what punitive conservation measures it had in the first
place the urgency to find ways of countering what they intend becomes an ever greater
challenge.
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_b7dc032756da41ca8d49dd97269063a1.pdf?
dn=Pembient+2.pdf

Brave New World? Biotechnology for conservation.
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_721b0d8da5be462598be3f7e4e2e8bb0.pdf?
dn=Pembient+3.pdf

Concluding! We have a situation where conservation authorities are colluding with trophy
hunters scrambling for extra funds. And whilst we have every sympathy with their issues
of stretched resources, we cannot understand why they would also so readily shun those
who have the potential for crashing the price of rhino horn, using the feeblest excuses as to
why they shouldn't what's more. We know corruption is rife within all ranks and positions
and within many organisations, just what's happening in this particular case is not
altogether clear, but we suspect interests of some kind are being kept intact by those who
are running things at the top. As is often the case there is no proof but knowing what's
going on elsewhere it would be naïve to imagine things were any different here.
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Projects, organisations and individuals we support.
Pembient. https://www.f6s.com/pembient
Black Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit. http://www.blackmambas.org/
Focusing on Wildlife. http://focusingonwildlife.com/news/
Scorpion Wildlife Trade Monitoring Group. https://www.facebook.com/scorpionmonitor/?
pnref=story
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